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Orientation labelling of facets

Problem statement
Goal: 3D interpretation of a line drawing to insert in an existing scene

Experiments
Results:

Energy formulation:

Ruins (42 edges, 18 facets)

Output: a 3D model of the line

Input: - set of photographs of a scene
- Perspective line drawing over one of the
photographs

drawing

Difficulties:
- ill-posed problem (infinite number of shapes can explain the drawing)
- perspective projection (3D colinear lines are not parallel in the drawing)
- line drawing not accurate (perspective error)

Idea: Exploit the existing scene structure to interpret the drawing.

.
tests the accuracy of the 3D model
generated from by measuring its reprojection
error on the line drawing:

.

.
penalizes colinearity between adjacent
facets:

.

.
encourages alignement with the
existing scene by penalizing new orientations:

.

Step 1: extraction of the main orientations of the scene
5 main orientations have
been extracted on this
exemple :
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Desk (69 edges, 25 facets)
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Energy decrease over iterations:

Compute the dominant orientations …
Draw a random configuration ∈
Initialize relaxation parameter
repeat
Generate ′ by perturbing the label of
a random facet
Compute the orientations
in ′
Compute 3D model
′

Overview
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Minimisation using simulated annealing:
Algorithm:
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Compute the Metropolis ratio
Draw a random value $ ∈ %0, 1)
if $ *
then
update ← ’
else
update ←
update ← , until *

House (93 edges, 38 facets)
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Line drawing: 57 edges, 21 facets
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Iterations

Impact of the complexity term:

Step 2: Recover the 3D structure of the line drawing by labelling facet
orientations. The label

allows discovery of new orientations.

Space of labels:
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Space of configurations:
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3D model inference from labels
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Computation of the 3D model knowing
the facet labels:

Estimation of the orientation of
facets labeled with VWXY :

Express the 3D position of the vertices as combination of
edge directions:
Edges directions around
facet ; are computed
from adjacent facets and
camera plane
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The new orientation of facet ;
is computed from the edge
directions.
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Configuration of labels on this exemple:
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Stability against new orientations:
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KC and ] are the unknowns
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Projection error of the 3D
model on the line drawing:
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Constraints: each facet
forms a closed cycle:
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0 new orientation

5 new orientations

6 new orientations

11 new orientations

7 new orientations found

